Hardcat Tool Management

Visibility over your entire tool inventory

Stop
- Stalled productivity
- Tool losses
- Missed warranty claims
- Missed calibrations
- Missed maintenance events
- Under utilising your tools

Know
- Where your tools are
- Who has them
- When they are due back
- What they are being used for
INVENTORY

Hardcat Tool Manager allows companies to structure and categorise their entire tools and equipment register within the core module and at the same time collect, track and report on a wealth of information about each piece of equipment.

Information held against each item can be accessed and sorted by virtually any field. Each item in the database can have as many as 9,999 associated fields.

- Tool details (type, serial number, description, GPS coordinates, barcode etc)
- Tool type/sub type - unlimited configurable hierarchy
- Product type
- Purchase price, current value
- Warranty/maintenance/calibration dates
- Components (children assets) and attachments
- Locations - unlimited configurable hierarchy
- Person - unlimited configurable hierarchy
- Supplier and maintenance provider
- Complete history log per item in database
- Cost centre and ownership
- 9,999 user definable fields per item

PERSONNEL

Hardcat Tool Manager provides detailed records for each staff member as well as external contractors. Staff members can be identified via:

- RFID/barcode staff cards
- Biometrics
- Employee ID synchronised with Active Directory

See which staff members have tools, how long they have had them for, what they are using them for and when they are due back.

INVESTMENT

Hardcat Tool Manager solution is modular you only pay for the modules your organisation needs.

Hardcat Tool Manager can accommodate organisations with a few hundred tools to those with thousands.

TAGGING

Tools can be identified either by directly marking the tool or applying a tag. Hardcat Tool Manager accommodates all different options available for marking your tools and equipment such as:

- Barcodes
- QR Codes
- RFID

CHECK-IN & CHECK-OUT

Simplify the process of checking out or issuing of tools and equipment.

- Reduce tool and equipment loss and misuse
- Track the equipment across multiple locations and job sites
- Fully searchable and audit-able procedure
- Eliminates lines at workshops

VISIBILITY, NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS

Simple and detailed reporting with user defined dashboards and alerts, offers user complete visibility and control of their tool inventory.

- Over 200 standard reports
- User defined reports
- Available in apps, email, excel or dashboard
- Scheduled or ad hoc
- Automatic alerts

Hardcat Tool Manager lets you know exactly where all your tools and equipment are, where they have been, and who has been responsible for them at any given time.
MOBILITY

Hardcat Tool Manager is available on the web, tablets and mobile phones, allowing tool management to happen in the field and on job sites.

The Hardcat Tool Manager mobile phone apps allow users to view and edit:

- All tools that have been issued to them
- Condition and location of tool
- See maintenance and calibration schedules
- Work orders on the tool
- Create ad hoc work orders
- Allow change of ownership of tool

MAINTENANCE /CALIBRATION

Set common tasks or templates and automatically schedule work orders for maintenance, inspections and calibrations on all tools and equipment.

Access data from remote locations with complete security, from a web browser.

CONSUMABLES/STOCK

Track parts and consumables, know the quantities and where the items are located as well as tracking how, when, by whom and how much is being consumed.

- User defined reorder alerts
- Audit trail of stock usage
- Automated process of stock taking ensuring accuracy

AUDIT AND CONTROL

Hardcat Tool Manager allows you to know exactly where all your tools and equipment are, where they have been and who has been responsible for them at any given time.

Each tool or piece of equipment as well as person in the Hardcat data base has its own comprehensive audit trail.

Audit trails cannot be altered providing management with full chain of custody of each tool from procurement through to disposal.

“When you use a system in a theatre of war, it has to be 100% solid, that was our major consideration in choosing Hardcat.”
UK Ministry of Defence (UK)

“Your system is awesome. It is the best I have ever worked with.”
Bostik

“I believe Hardcat could become the next best thing since Excel for businesses.”
Mc Clain Consulting (San Francisco USA)

“Hardcat is economical, easy to use, and full of standard and optional features.”
Ernst & Young

“As a professional Project Manager, I have no hesitation in recommending Hardcat. It is truly one of the great, Australian software success stories.”
Rob Marx (Project Manager)
Over 2,000 blue chip organisations in over 120 countries around the world have chosen Hardcat for their tools and equipment management needs. The list below represents a small sample of our broad and diverse client base.

Building/Construction/Engineering
- A Noble & Son
- BDP (UK)
- Caterpillar
- Coral Homes
- Delta Group
- Elizabeth River Crossings
- Flynn Canada Ltd
- John Holland Construction
- Laing O’Rourke
- Metronic Homes
- Silvercity Drilling

Chemical
- Applied Chemicals
- Aspen Pharma
- Pfizer
- Vertex
- Pharmaceuticals

Defence
- BAE Systems
- Defence CBRN Centre
- DISC Asset Management System
- DSTO
- Infantry Training Catterick
- Joint Interagency Liaison Office
- RAF Halton
- Royal Military Academy Sandhurst

Industry
- Akzo Nobel Pty Ltd
- Dynamic Satellite Surveys
- Pacific Services Group
- Vivo Energy Uganda

Industrial
- Clariant
- DHL
- General Electric
- Honeywell
- John Holland Construction
- Laing O’Rourke
- Metricon Homes
- Silvercity Drilling

Mining & Resources
- ADGAS
- CITIC Pacific Mining
- INPEX
- INTECSEA
- Minara Resources
- Pilbara Manganese
- Queensland Mines Rescue service
- Shell

Industry Services
- Amadeus Gulf
- Clarus Fluid Intelligence LLC
- Gatsco
- HP Tafmis Assets
- Matsura Machinery Corporation

Manufacturing
- Australia Pacific Electric Cables
- Australian Country Choice
- Benfield Motor Group
- Bostik
- Bridgestone Earthmover Tyres
- De Beers
- Ford Motor Company
- Green’s General Foods
- Honda
- Kellogg
- Kenya Tea Packers
- Knauf Plasterboard
- Manildra Group
- NGK Spark Plug
- Sebel Furniture
- SMC Pneumatics
- Toshiba
- Toyota
- Unilever

Ports - Sea/Air
- JFK Airport New York
- Flinders Ports
- La Guardia Airport New York
- MNG Maritime
- Newark Airport New York
- Port of London Authority
- SMIT Subsea Middle East LLC

Transport/Storage
- Americold
- ANL Container Line
- Etihad Airways
- Mainfreight Ltd
- Northline
- Peter Kittle Motor Company
- Points West Equipment
- RailCorp
- Seagate Technology
- South African Express Airways
- Tollink
- VISA Global Logistics
- Wridgways

Utilities
- Intertoll
- National Irrigation Board
- National Nuclear Laboratory
- SA Power Networks
- South Australia Water Corporation
- TRU Energy Yallourn
- Verve Energy
- Western Power

What our customers have to say.......

- Maximises useful life of tools and equipment.
- Maximises productivity, locates items quickly.
- Decreases capital expenditure.
- Man hours for mandatory audits reduced by approximately 70%. Annual savings of approximately $85,000.
- Facilitated greater bargaining power for both new and replacement planning contracts with hardware vendors. Savings in excess of $100,000 in the first year.
- Consistent condition and monitoring across dispersed geographical area.
- Streamlines sourcing and procurement.
- Minimises failure and repair.
- Enabled us to charge an additional management fee of 5%. Additional billing of $120,00 per annum.
- 65% reduction in processing data, which resulted in savings of $95,000 per annum.
- Annual savings/additional revenue of approximately $275,000.